QUALITY ASSURANCE AND IMPACT EVALUATION OF THE
“BILAN DE COMPÉTENCES” AND CAREER GUIDANCE
8 OCTOBER 2015, 13:30 – 17:30
AUSTRIA TREND HOTEL, VYSOKÁ 7490/2A, 811 06 BRATISLAVA, SLOVAKIA

13:30 – 13:45

Opening and welcome.

13:45 – 14:15

25 years of bilan de compétences – what’s next? Experiences and evidence from France.
Laurence Martin, Force Ouvrière, CEDEFOP Governing board, Vice-Chair Employees' Group
(FR)

14:15 – 15:45

Round table: Impact evaluation and quality of career guidance in European countries


Vanessa Dodd, International Centre for Guidance Studies (UK)



Luis Carro, Facultad de Educación y Trabajo Social, Valladolid (ES)



Judith Langner, National Forum for Career Guidance (DE)



Paolo Serreri, president of the FECBOP, Universita Roma Tre (IT)



Serge Rochet, delegate and auditor of the National Federation of Centres of Bilan de
Compétences (FR)

15:45 – 16:00

COFEE BREAK

16:00 – 16:30

Experimenting “bilan de compétences“ in Central Europe – impact on career management
skills and employability. Pavol Kmeť, director of BKS Úspech (SK)

16:30 – 17:00

Presentation of the national quality chart for „bilan de compétences“ in Slovakia and closure.
Helena Furindová, director of the Active Labour Market Policies Department. Central Office
of Labour, Social Affairs and Family (SK)

17:00 – 17:15

Celebration of the winners of the National award for career guidance in Slovakia and of
the 10th anniversary of the European Federation of Career Guidance and Bilan de
Compétences. Paolo Serreri, president of FECBOP. Štefan Grajcár, Euroguidance Slovakia.

17:15-17:30

Conclusion by Braňo Ondruš, Secretary of the Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs and Family of
the Slovak republic (SK)

Partners:
Národní
vzdělávací
fond
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PROFILES OF EUROPEAN EXPERTS
Judith Langner (DE) Langner is working as a scientific co-worker at the German National Guidance Forum in
Education, Career and Employment (nfb) since 2009. She particularly supports the Federal Ministry of
Education and Research with the cooperation in the European Lifelong Guidance Policy Network (ELGPN). Until
2014 was engaged in the German Coordination Process for Quality Development. .
Laurence Martin (FR) Technical and legal Advisor in the French Trade Union FORCE OUVRIÈRE since 1998, first
in the sector in charge of employment for 10 years, then in the sector working on VET since 7 years now. She
participates in national inter-professional negotiations: reform of vocational training in France in 2009 and
2013, modernization of the labor market, employment of young people, older people. She is a spokesperson
for the trade unions in CEDEFOP.
Luis Carro (ES) doctor in pedagogy. Professor of Research Methods in Education, at the Department of
Pedagogy of the Faculty of Education and Social Work since 1989. Director of the Observatory of Validation of
Professional Skills (Observal) and also the Center of “bilan de compétences” at the University of Valladolid. He
is responsible of learning units for preparing professionals of career guidance.
Paolo Serreri (IT) SERRERI is Professor of Methodologies and techniques for adult guidance at the University of
Roma 3. In the same University he also teaches at the Laboratory of Bilan de Competences. For more than
25 years he has been dealing with orientation, lifelong learning and adult education. He is currently President
of the FECBOP.
Serge Rochet (FR) is one of the creators of quality assurance system in bilan de competences promoted by the
FECBOP on the European level. He is also a certified auditor for the French national federation of BdC centres,
the FECBOP, and responsible for training, implementation and quality audit of guidance centers in Europe. He
is the French national delegate and expert for the methodological development of bilan de compétences in
France.
.Vanessa Dodd (UK) is a researcher at the International Centre for Guidance Studies. She is a trained social
scientist in both quantitative and qualitative methods. She has worked on various projects for non-profit
organisations at both the local and international level. She has recently published on the economic benefits of
career guidance and the role of digital technologies in career guidance. She is currently managing several
projects to evaluate the impact of a variety of career education and guidance interventions.
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